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Since being announced way back at MWC, Samsung's Galaxy Note 10.1 has seen a steady stream of leaks and design tweaks,
and now it .... You'll never want to Note any other way.Wi-Fi: 802.11a/b/g/n, Bluetooth: Bluetooth 4.0 + HS.1-Year Limited
Warranty. Amazon.com .... Meet your tablet, the Samsung Galaxy Note (10.1, Wi-Fi) (White). Visit to get more information
and find full specs.. By the way, the problem isn't with any of those but with the way my ... Related Problem 2: My tablet is
frozen on the Samsung Galaxy Note 10.1 .... Let's get a few things out of the way first — the Galaxy Note 10.1 is a real heavy-
hitter, thanks mainly to its 1.4GHz quad-core Exynos processor .... Samsung Galaxy Note 10.1 help, reviews, wallpaper, root
tools, ROMs and more. ... Forum Jumper New Thread + ... Although the original Samsung Galaxy Note held a unique product
segment by being neither traditional tablet nor traditional .... But is the $499.99 Galaxy Note 10.1 really all I'd hoped it to be? ...
It's handsome enough, but it unfortunately it's all plastic all the way around .... GSMArena.com: Samsung Galaxy Note 10.1
N8000 user opinions and ... to buy this Tablet,apple ipad3... moreyou can get it know my one is on its way so happy .... Slightly
larger than its smartphone equivalent, the Note 10.1's S Pen functions in the exact same way, with a button located where your
index finger sits.. Here's how to factory / hard reset your Samsung Galaxy Note 10.1 if the ... Note An alternate reset method is
available if the device can be powered on and is ...

See, the Android tablet market has come a long way since Samsung ... Gauging by early reviews, Samsung's Galaxy Note 10.1
feels a bit .... The Samsung Galaxy Note 10.1 (2014 edition) is a good example of ... of the tablet and you can use it to navigate
your way around the Note .... This is the easiest way to wipe your Galaxy Tab A 10.1. all you have to do is to go under Settings
menu and follow the steps below.. By way of comparison, the Galaxy Tab 10.1 sells for £300 on Samsung's online store. The
tablet, which resembles its Galaxy Tab 10.1 .... In light of the recent ban on the Galaxy Tab 10.1 and its ongoing ... got your
heart set on a full-sized tablet, the Galaxy Note 10.1 is the way to go .... The Samsung Galaxy Note 10.1 is a 10.1-inch tablet
computer designed, developed and marketed by Samsung Electronics. The tablet runs Android 4.1.2 .... Can't screencast on my
Samsung Galaxy Note 10.1. 1 Recommended ... I'm using Android 4.1, is there a way to get the button to show up in Chrome
browser?. In this review of the Samsung Galaxy Note 10.1 Wi-Fi GT-N8013, we take a ... use of the Galaxy Note 10.1's .... As
far as tablets go, I have the Ipad, Galaxy Tab 10.1, and now the Galaxy Note 10.1. ... This review is from Samsung - Galaxy
Note 10.1 - 32GB - Deep Gray ... Transformer Infinity and compare, you'll probably never think it's lacking in any way.. The
Samsung Galaxy Tab 10.1 tablet has been around for almost a year now, which means that it could be due for a refresh. Well
that refresh might be coming in ...
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